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Fig. 1. Concurrent nested atomic actions

We next address the problem of composing distributed applications using atomic actions.
The structuring mechanisms available are sequential and concurrent compositions of
atomic actions, nested within a top-level atomic action. These mechanisms are sufficient if
an application function can be represented as a single top-level atomic action. Frequently
this is not the case. Top-level atomic actions are most suitably viewed as short-lived"
entities, performing stable state changes to the system state [6,7]; they are not appropriate
for structuring long-lived" application functions (running for hours, days...). Long-lived
top-level atomic actions may reduce the concurrency in the system to an unacceptable
level by holding on to locks (in the case of two-phase locking) for a long time; further, if
such an atomic action aborts, much valuable work already performed could be undone.
Much of the research on structuring applications out of atomic actions has been influenced
by the ideas on      put forward by Davies [8]. However some of these and
related ideas [e.g. 9] have not been found easy to implement.
In this paper we present some simple and practical ideas on composing applications out of
nested and top-level atomic actions. A novel technique, based on multi-coloured actions,
is presented as a uniform basis for implementing a variety of action structures presented
here. We require an application (or its function) to be    meaning that it can be deĆ
signed and implemented independent of other applications in the system. This is of course
the great strength of the atomic action concept. We further require that an application
builder be given control over concurrency and recovery in a much more flexible manner
than is possible just by nesting of atomic actions.
  

   

Problems encountered when structuring an application using nested atomic actions can be
appreciated by considering a specific example. Consider three atomic actions ,  and 
(see fig. 2).  is ordered to occur before , and both  and  are nested within . Assume
that  performs some long and complicated computation using a set of objects , and  perĆ
forms some operations on the set of objects {, }. It is required that the set of objects in 
remain unmodified between the end of  and the start of ; that is why  is necessary. If 
terminates successfully but a failure prevents completion of , then  will be aborted,
thereby undoing the effects of  and . We can imagine situations where one requires the
functionality whereby either  completes normally or if  aborts after having completed 
then the effects of  survive. Such a functionality cannot be obtained by nesting  and 
within . The problem is that the only way objects in set  can be prevented from being
changed between the end of  and start of  is by using an enclosing atomic action. What is
necessary is for  to be 'atomic with respect to concurrency' but not with respect to failures.
This and other forms of functionalities can be obtained using action structures to be deĆ
scribed here.
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The idea behind glued actions can be explained with the help of a simple example. Imagine
that an application is composed of two atomic actions  and , where  is a long running
action. The purpose of  is to modify (or inspect) a set  of objects, ={  }, and
select a subset  of , ={  }; this subset is passed on to  which then performs a time
consuming computation on . Objects in  should remain unchanged between the end of 
and start of . The effects of  on  should not be recovered if  fails.
The last requirement rules out the use of an enclosing atomic action. Thus, one can run 
and  as two top-level actions (fig. 4[a])- but this does not meet the requirement of guarĆ
anteeing that objects in  remain unchanged in between the end of  and the start of . An
alternative is to enclose  and  inside a serializing action (fig. 4[b]). This solution is not
entirely satisfactory since write and read locked objects in the set  -  will remain inacĆ
cessible and unmodifiable respectively till  ends; this is clearly undesirable since  does
not require those objects. The solution is to 'glue'  to  (fig. 5) which allows locks on the
relevant objects to be passed from  to , and the remaining locks to be released at 's comĆ
mit time. The gluing of  to  is intended to show that certain locks on objects are passing
from  to  'atomically', without other actions being allowed to acquire them, and does not
mean that  must be initiated immediately after . If there is an interval of time between
the end of  and the start , it is not depicted in the figure.

A

B

A

B

(a)
(b)

time

Fig. 4.

A

B
time

Fig. 5. Glued actions

If all of the locks held by  are passed on to , then the system of glued actions (fig. 5) will
become identical to the serializing action system (fig. 4[b]). Thus a serializing action can be
seen as a special case of the use of glued actions. Nevertheless it is preferable to employ
separate pictorial representations, enabling application requirements to be expressed
clearly. Gluing of actions can be performed among concurrent actions, as illustrated in fig.
6.
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Fig. 6. Concurrent glued actions

     
It is sometimes desirable to provide a mechanism for invoking a top-level action from
within an action [1]. So, if the invoking action aborts, this does not lead to automatic aborĆ
tion of the invoked action - which can commit or abort independent of its invoker. Such an
invoked action will be referred to as a      action. Such actions could be
invoked either synchronously (fig. 7[a]) or asynchronously (fig. 7[b]); in both the cases, 
(an independent action) can commit or abort independent of . When a top-level indeĆ
pendent action has been invoked synchronously, the invoking action ( in fig. 7[a]) will conĆ
tinue only after  has committed or aborted; subsequent activities of  can be made to deĆ
pend upon the outcome of B (for example, if  aborted,  might abort as well).
B

B

A

C

C

A

(a)

(b)

time

Fig. 7. Top-level independent actions



 

Three structures to complement nested atomic actions were proposed. Serializing actions
provide control over concurrency, but do not possess failure atomicity property. They proĆ
vide a means of composing an application out of top-level actions; a generalization of
serializing actions - glued actions - was proposed to gain additional flexibility over conĆ
currency control. Finally, synchronous and asynchronous top-level independent actions
were proposed permitting an action to schedule top-level actions. The uses of such action
structures will be illustrated with the help of several examples in the next section. Note that
once a top-level action commits, its effects can only be 'undone' by running one or more
application specific    actions [8]. Developing mechanisms for compensation
within the framework proposed here is left as a topic for further research.
  
This section contains five simple examples to illustrate the applications of action structures
proposed previously. More examples can be found in [10].
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(i)      Posting and retrieving information from bulletin boards can be perĆ
formed via synchronous or asynchronous top-level independent actions invoked from
applications structured as actions. While it is desirable for bulletin board operations to be
structured as atomic actions, if these actions are nested within the actions of an application,
then bulletin information can remain inaccessible for long times. Top-level independent
actions give the desired functionality. Of course, if the invoking action aborts it may well be
necessary to invoke a compensating top-level action; this is consistent with the manner in
which bulletin boards are used.
(ii)        Most distributed systems employ a      for maintaining a
variety of information pertaining to objects. For the sake of availability and consistency it is
desirable that a name server be replicated and operations on it (such as add, delete, lookup)
structured as atomic actions. Such atomic actions can be invoked as top-level independent
actions from within distributed applications. Thus an application level action, upon finding
out that certain objects are unavailable due to a node crash, can invoke a top-level indeĆ
pendent action to update the name server asynchronously, while carrying on with the main
computation. There is no reason to undo the name server updates should the invoking acĆ
tion abort.
(iii)  
      If a service is accessed by an action and the user
of the service is to be charged, then the charging information should not be recovered if the
action aborts. Top-level independent actions again provide the required functionality.
(iv)      This example will illustrate the uses of serializing actions.   is a
well known Unix utility program used mainly for maintaining the consistency of programs
which have been constructed from many modules. It ensures that a program is recompiled if
its constituent modules have been changed. A file (    ) is regarded as being consistent
if all the files it depends upon are consistent and were last changed earlier than the target
file. The files that the target file depends upon are call    files. Each file has a timeĆ
stamp associated with it, which is updated automatically every time the file is changed. The
user must specify, in a file called a    , the dependencies of a target file, along with the
commands necessary to reestablish the consistency of the target file. An example of a   
 is given below:
Test: Test0.o Test1.o
cc –o Test Test0.o Test1.o
Test0.o: Test0.h Test1.h Test0.c
cc –c Test0.c
Test1.o: Test1.h Test1.c
cc –c Test1.c
In this example, the target file Test depends upon prerequisite files Test0.o, Test1.o.
These two files in turn depend upon Test0.h, Test1.h, Test0.c and Test1.h,
Test1.c respectively. If   were to be run with the above makefile and files Test0.o
and Test1.o were consistent but had more recent timestamps that Test, then the comĆ
mand 'cc –o Test Test0.o Test1.o' will be executed to make Test consistent.
Note that   is recursive. We will consider the design of a fault-tolerant distributed
  for a distributed system.
Within a distributed environment, a     program should possess the following
three characteristics: (i) it should take advantage of potential concurrency available: (ii) it
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should employ proper concurrency control, such that while   is using a makefile, the
relevant files are not manipulated by other programs; and (iii)    if   fails,
any files that have been made consistent should remain so (i.e., there is no reason to undo
the work already performed). The above characteristics suggest that serializing actions
would provide the necessary functionality. The process of making a target file consistent
splits naturally into four phases: (i) ensuring the consistency of prerequisite files; (ii) obĆ
taining the timestamps of prerequisite files; (iii) obtaining the timestamp of the target file;
and (iv) execution of the commands to reestablish consistency (if necessary). The last three
phases can be performed as one or more atomic actions, enclosed by a serializing action.
Each prerequisite file can be made consistent concurrently with others. Thus, the serializĆ
ing actions resulting from the makefile discussed previously are depicted in fig. 8 where it
has been assumed that both Test0.o and Test1.o need to be made consistent.

Test0.o
Compare
Timestamps

Execute
ComĆ
mand

Test1.o
time
Fig. 8. Distributed make

(v)      : This last example illustrates an application of glued actions. The
requirement is to arrange a date for a meeting between a group of people. The application
program starts off by informing people of a forthcoming meeting and then receiving from
each member of the group a set of preferred dates. Once all this information has been gaĆ
thered, it will be analysed to find out the set of acceptable dates for the meeting. This set is
then broadcast to the group, to get a more definitive idea for preferred date(s). This process
is repeated till a single date acceptable to all is determined. It will be assumed that each
user has a     object which records the dates of meetings and other appointments
for a user. A personal diary is made up of diary entires (or slots) each of which can be locked
separately.
Glued actions are useful in structuring such applications, since locks on diary entries can be
passed from one top-level action to the other. The structure of the resulting system of acĆ
tions is shown in fig. 9. Action I1 locks all the relevant diary entries and selects some possĆ
ible slots. Some time later, these slots are examined by I2 which narrows the choice down to
fewer than I1, and passes them on to I3 and so on. Each Ii is a top-level action, so its results
survive crashes; at the same time meeting slots not found acceptable are released (and not
handed over to Ii+1) thereby ensuring that entries in diaries are not unnecessarily kept
locked.
I1

I2

In
time

Fig. 9. Glued actions
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A coloured action may acquire a lock on an object in a read mode using one of its colours
if all the holders have read locks on the object or if all the holders of write locks and
exclusive read locks on that object are ancestors of the requesting coloured action.

F

A coloured action may acquire a lock on an object in an exclusive read mode using one
of its colours if all the holders of locks (of all colours and modes) on that object are anĆ
cestors of the requesting coloured action.

F

F

When a coloured action with colours 1..n commits, its locks of colour i, 1 i n, are
inherited by the most recent ancestor (if any) with colour i. This means that the ancesĆ
tor retains the lock in the same mode and colour as the coloured action held them.
When a coloured action aborts, all the held locks (of all colours and modes) are disĆ
carded. If any of its ancestors hold the same locks, they continue to do so, in the same
mode and colour as before the abortion.

The following sections will illustrate the applications of the locking rules in implementing
the action structures of section 3.
   

   

To provide the behaviour exhibited by serializing actions using coloured actions is simple.
We exploit the fact that the behaviour of an action performing 
     is equivĆ
alent to a serializing action. Thus to implement the system shown in fig. 3, what is required
is to colour the actions as shown in fig. 11. Let  and  be the set of objects to be updated
and read by  respectively. To prevent objects in  from being modified or inspected by any
action during the interval  is active and the interval starting from the end of  to start ,
action  write locks them in colour  and also exclusive read locks them in colour  .
Further, all the objects in  are read locked in colour  as well as in  . When  commits,
 write locks on objects in  are released (but not retained by  which is of a different
colour) thereby making state changes produced on objects in  stable; at the same time 
retains read locks on objects in  and exclusive read locks on objects in . Thus while obĆ
jects in  remain accessible in read mode, those in  remain inaccessible. Action  can
acquire (without possibility of lock conflict) a  read lock on any of the objects upon
which action  retains locks (see the locking rule for such locks).  can also acquire a 
write lock on any of the objects upon which  retains an exclusive read lock. When  comĆ
mits, all the blue locks are released and the states of updated objects made stable. It can be
seen that  is acting purely as a controlling mechanism for passing objects from  to .
Further, action  does not perform any write operations; thus the behaviour of the coloured
action system shown in Fig.11 is identical to the serializing action system shown in Fig. 3; in
particular they possess identical concurrency and failure atomicity properties.
A
B

 

C



time
Fig. 11. Implementing a serializing action

    

 

The same action colouring technique can be used to implement glued actions. Consider the
example discussed with reference to fig. 5. We require that out of the set  of objects, a
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Fig. 14. N-level independent acĆ
tions
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Fig. 15. Implementing n-level independent actions

     
Coloured actions provide a remarkably powerful yet easy to implement technique for conĆ
trolling concurrency and recovery properties of a system of (top-level) actions. The lockĆ
ing rules of coloured actions require minor modifications to the 'conventional' rules. In obĆ
ject-oriented systems, such as    [12], which permit type specific locking, such modifiĆ
cations are relatively straightforward to incorporate. The approach that we are adopting in
our research is to let the application builder think in terms of the action structures of section
3 and to generate colour assignments automatically, thus ensuring that coloured actions are
used in a controlled manner. A trial, non-distributed version in    has been implemĆ
ented to test our ideas [10]. This exercise has given us enough confidence to embark on
building a distributed version and then to evaluate the merits of the scheme by implementĆ
ing some of the applications discussed earlier.
During the course of our research we came across some recent work which deserves a brief
mention here. The split-transaction structure for database systems proposed recently [13]
bears some resemblance to glued actions. This work indicates that we are not alone in
thinking along the lines suggested in section 3. The  model of transactions [14] is an
attempt to develop a unified framework for precisely specifying the salient features of acĆ
tion structures. Such a model may well be used for comparing and contrasting action strucĆ
tures proposed here and elsewhere.
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